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The influence of nanoscale cavities on the fracture of the Σ33{554}[110] symmetrical tilt grain
boundary is studied by atomistic simulations. The crack crystallography is chosen such that dislo-
cation emission is easy. A transition from a ductile behavior of the tip to a brittle one is obtained
for a dense (coverage beyond 15% and inter-cavity spacing smaller than 4 nm) distribution of small
cavities (sizes in between 1 and 2 nm). The results are in good agreement with recent experiments
from the literature. Even at the highest coverage, the character of the crack is highly sensitive to the
initial position of the tip and a mixture of ductile and brittle responses is found. This complexity is
beyond the usual criterion based on the drop of the work of separation with the amount of damage
in the structure. It is shown that a heterogeneous cohesive zone model, with parameters extracted
from the simulations and enriched with a criterion for plasticity, can explain the simulations and
reproduce the transition. Additional simulations show that outside this range of small sizes and
dense packing, which gives essentially a two dimensional response (either crack opening or infinite
straigt dislocation emission), dislocation half loops appear for inter-cavity spacing starting at about
4 nm. They constitute, together with regions of low covage/small cavities, efficient obstacles to
brittle cracking. These results could be guidelines to designing interfaces more resistant to solute
embrittlement, in general. The cohesive zone model is generic. Furthermore, the {554} single crystal
was used to determine to which extent the results depend on the details of the core structure vs.
the cavity distribution. These elements show that the conclusions reached have a generic character.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fracture, in crystalline materials, is a competition be-
tween nanoscale debonding at the tip of flaws and the
ease to release the stresses by plastic deformation. In
metallic alloys, fracture is usually ductile, after large
amounts of dislocations have been stored. Neverthe-
less, some impurities, such as hydrogen, helium or liq-
uid metal, can cause a severe embrittlement. A model
of such a transition from ductility to brittleness should
address impurity effects on both cohesion and plasticity.
The latter being multi-scale [1], a first approach has been
to consider dislocation emission from a sharp crack tip,
alone, in competition with its brittle extension [2, 3]. In
this case, the mechanical load is represented by a scalar
(k) which gives the intensity of the stress singularity at
the tip. It scales like the applied stress times the square
root of the crack length. Two critical values are defined:
kIe for dislocation emission, in traction (mode I), and kIc
for cracking. kIc is related to the energy release rate by
k2Ic/E = Wsep where E is the Young’s modulus and Wsep

is the work of separation. For cleavage along a crystal
plane (resp. an interface), Wsep is twice the surface en-
ergy (resp. twice the surface energy minus the interface
energy). If kIe is smaller than kIc, crack propagation
is inhibited because dislocation emission blunts the tip
before propagation initiates. The classical approach, to
model the transition, is to determine a critical impurity
concentration where kIc crosses kIe. Some impurity ef-
fects on kIe were evaluated by atomistic simulations. For
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example, adsorbed H and O at crack tips in Al [4] tend
to increase kIe, with a significant influence of crack crys-
tallography [5]. Local hydrides inhibit even more crack
tip plasticity [6]. Substitutional solutes were also shown
to modify significantly the energy barrier to emit half
loops [7]. On the cohesion side, ab initio calculations of
ideal Wsep, with intergranular impurities redistributed
on surfaces, have been intensive. Of particular interest
was understanding which of the elastic effect or “chemi-
cal effect” (essentially the difference in electronegativity
between the host and the impurity) was responsible for
the weakening or strengthening of the interfaces [8–12].
Larger embrittlements are obtained if the impurity chem-
ical potential can be considered constant. In this case,
the coverage increases during interface separation [13–
15]. Recently, more complex mechanisms are being con-
sidered where interstitial impurities are associated with
vacancies. It has been proposed that these clusters [16]
could aggregate or segregate to grain boundaries and in-
duce damage [17, 18]. Their possible origin from disloca-
tion reactions in the presence of hydrogen [19, 20], their
slow diffusion [21] and their influence on dislocation mo-
bility [22], have been investigated.

In this paper, we want to discuss their impact on in-
tergranular cohesion, when they form nanoscale bubbles.
The vacancy-hydrogen cluster being complex to handle
with atomistic simulations, we drop the interstitial im-
purity and study the vacancies alone. First, the grain
boundary and the various cavity configurations are pre-
sented. Second, the methods used for the fracture cal-
culations, atomistic and continuous, are detailed. Then,
kIe and Wsep are calculated at increasing vacancy con-
tent until brittleness is reached. Finally, a continuous
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cohesive zone model is used to interpret and generalize
the results. It shows that, beyond the variation of kIe
and Wsep, it is the existence of cohesive stress hetero-
geneities which controls the brittle or ductile character of
the crack. This paper deals essentially with small cavities
(below 2 nm) which trigger a two dimensional response
of the system (either crack opening or infinite dislocation
emission). A few simulations beyond this size were made
and point at the inter-cavity size range where emission
of half loops becomes important.

II. CAVITY CONFIGURATIONS

The grain boundary (GB) chosen is shown on Fig. 1a.
It has several interesting features. When the crack front
is aligned with [110], an easy glide plane, containing the
crack front, is available for emitting edge Shockley partial
dislocations with a line parallel to the crack front. It pro-
vides good shielding and blunting of the tip. The glide
plane is oriented at an angle of 65◦with respect to the GB
plane, which is close to the angle giving the maximum
resolved shear stress, according to elasticity (70◦) [23].
Finally, it is a mixture of E structural units [24], and
twin units (D structural units). The atoms in the twin
units are almost coordinated like in the bulk and there-
fore more resistant to decohesion, while the core of the E
unit is a site of preferential dislocation emission, in the
absence of cracks [25]. This GB is therefore particularly
resistant to fracture. Finding the conditions for its em-
brittlement would provide an upper bound for the critical
damage.
According to the simulations in [24], the E structural

units are present in symmetrical 〈110〉 tilt grain bound-
aries with a misorientation angle in between 109.47◦and
180◦, associated to D or A units, and with different de-
grees of distortions (7 examples are given in [24]). Other
structural units compose the grain boundaries in the
complementary misorientation angle range [26]. In ad-
dition to the simulations on the Σ33 GB (Fig. 1), the
{554} single crystal is used to evaluate to which extent
the fracture properties are related to the specificity of the
E unit or to the cavities themselves.
The system is Aluminum, modeled by the potential

given in [27]. The intergranular cavities are generated
by off-lattice Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations (MC).
The lowest energy structure of the grain boundary (GB)
(Fig. 1a) is a reference lattice upon which space is decom-
posed in Voronoi cells [28]. Empty cells are vacancies. A
micro-state is defined by a vector of site occupancies and
a list of displacement vectors from the lattice site, when
the cell is occupied. The MC simulations are a combi-
nation of first neighbor exchanges (the occupancies are
switched and the displacement vector is conserved) be-
tween particles and vacancies and uniform sampling of
the positions of the particles within their Voronoi cell.
The temperature is fixed to 300K. The number of vacan-
cies is constant during the MC run, but different runs
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Figure 1. (Color online) (a) Unit cell of the Σ33{554}[110]
symmetrical tilt grain boundary. The relaxation of the struc-
ture, at 300 K, after the dissolution of two lines of vacancies
is also represented (arrows). Ly is the size of the MC simula-
tion box in y. (b) The cavities, projected in the crack plane
(x,y), are shown together with the porosity profile for config-
urations (d) and (e). The cavities are numbered from 1 to 6
(top). Distances are in nm.

Table I. Cavity sizes, in a3
0, corresponding to the six GB

configurations studied (labeled from a to e) in the absence of
applied load. Configuration (s) is the {554} single crystal with
cavities from (e). The numbers, 1 to 6, refer to the cavities,
or peaks in the porosity profile in Fig. 2. The total number
of vacancies (see text) is also given. The strain is zero.

1 2 3 4 5 6 total Nvac

a 1.36 0.71 0.74 3.81 1.04 0.77 8.43 169

b 0.74 1.33 0.33 1.01 0.85 1.14 5.40 206

c 1.38 2.10 0.81 0.83 4.42 2.00 11.56 204

d 1.39 1.99 0.67 1.03 4.06 1.82 10.96 229

e 1.87 1.81 1.39 0.77 4.07 1.64 11.55 224

s 1.88 1.74 4.97 1.16 5.55 2.22 17.52 257

have different numbers of vacancies.
The simulation box is composed of 3 unit cells in the y

direction 〈225〉 (Ly=
√
33a0), 12 in the x direction 〈110〉

(Lx=12
√

(2)/2a0) and 5 in the z direction 〈554〉, for a to-
tal of 23256 atoms. The thermally exited zone in limited
to 1 CSL (coincidence site lattice) cell on each side of the
GB plane, for a total of 4644 atoms. Periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in x and y. 1% of the moves are
trial exchanges. 99% are displacement moves, with a suc-
cess rate of the order of 50% (the maximum amplitude
for the displacements is 0.045 a0 - the lattice parameter-
at T=300K). The volume of the system is constant. An
initial strain is imposed by uniformly stretching the box
perpendicular to the interface.
The simulation box contains 6 lines of E structural

units in the GB plane (xy), oriented along the tilt axis (x
direction). The core of the E unit contains one site which
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Figure 2. Cavity configurations (a), (b), (c) (e) and (f) (distances are in nm) obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. The
”porosity profiles” are also given. The cavity labels (which corresponds to the E units or the former vacancy lines) are given
on the profile of (a). The strain is zero.

absorbs vacancies preferentially (arrows on Fig. 1a), with
a segregation energy ∆Eseg = −0.3 eV at zero stress.
The vacancy-vacancy interaction, along the tilt axis, is
attractive with a pair energy of -0.1 eV, at zero stress.
Therefore, when the vacancies meet the GB, they are
trapped and agglomerate to form linear chains (Fig. 3b),
oriented along the tilt axis. When the strain is large
enough (beyond 4%), these lines are destabilized and va-
cancy clusters form. Each E structure line contains, at
least, one cluster, slightly off the GB plane (alternatively
above and below it). The cavities, and their volume, are
determined by using a fine cubic grid. Each time the
center of a cell is within the atomic radius of a particle,
the cell is considered occupied. The cell size is adjusted
such that no voids are detected in a perfect fcc crystal,
i.e. octahedral and tetrahedral sites do not appear as
voids. Then, in the case of the GB vacancy aggregates,
the cavities are simply clusters of empty cells. The grid
size is 1/4 of the first neighbor distance. The six config-
urations selected for the fracture calculations are shown
on Fig. 1b and 2. A ”porosity profile” is also associated
to each picture. It gives the number of empty cells per
line. The integral over each peak gives the cavity vol-
ume reported in Tab. I. The cavities are labeled from 1
to 6 (Fig. 2a). Configuration (d) derives from (c), with
more vacancies inserted during the MC process. Even if
the cavity size distribution is similar, each cavity shape
is different. Configuration (e) derives from (d), with a
marked increased in the size of cavity 3, which is shown
to play a crucial role in embrittlement below. (f) derives
from (e) by multiplying the x dimension of the system by
a factor 2, and shifting one cavity out of two in the x di-
rection. A chessboard structure is formed, at half density,
keeping the same cavities as (e), which enables studying
the effect to inter-cavity spacing on dislocation emission.
The {554} single crystal is studied without cavities and
with the cavities of configuration (e). The single crys-
tal with cavities is constructed in the orientation of the
upper part of the system with the GB. The vacancies of
the lower part are symmetrized with respect to the GB
plane, translated back to their original position and then
inserted in the single crystal. Those of the upper part

are simply inserted.

Note that the relaxations in the GB are large: (i) no
cavities are detected when the vacancies are in the form
of lines; (ii) the total cavity volume (Tab. I), when trans-
formed in a number of vacancies by dividing by the vol-
ume of an atom in the fcc structure (0.25 a30), is much
smaller than the number of vacancies detected by the
reference lattice (column Nvac in Tab. I). It means that
the density is much smaller than what the volume of the
cavities alone suggests. This might be at the origin of the
large volume expansion of the cavities during mechani-
cal loading. They grow elastically almost up to 5 GPa
(the inspection of the structure did not show any defect
creation). The volume changes are linear and can be as
high as a factor two.

One can wonder what is the driving force for the for-
mation of the bubbles. Indeed, in the bulk, the vacancy-
vacancy pair interaction is slightly repulsive [29, 30] and
experiments suggest that bubbles can be stable, in the
presence of hydrogen, only is the case of severe vacancy
supersaturation [31]. The formation of clusters, in the
bulk, was studied recently [32] at the atomic scale. The
authors have calculated activation energies and binding
energies obtained with the same potential as the one used
here [27]. The agreement with DFT is good, at least up
to clusters composed of 5 vacancies. Kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations, on a rigid lattice, based on such energetic pa-
rameters show that large clusters can form at high initial
vacancy concentrations and intermediate temperatures,
even if the divacancy is not stable. To understand the
driving force for the formation of the bubbles in the GB,
starting from linear clusters, we evaluate the energy dif-
ference (∆E) between two configurations having the same
number of vacancies (Fig. 3): a bubble, of different size,
extracted from the MC simulations and a linear cluster
composed of the same number of vacancies, placed in
the most favorable position in the E unit. The latter is
the lowest energy structure at zero stress. First, without
strain, the bubbles are unstable, whatever their size (∆E
is positive on Fig. 3a). The energy difference roughly goes
up with the number of vacancies (nVac). The energy dif-
ference, per vacancy, fluctuates around a value similar
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to the opposite of the segregation energy (0.3 eV). We
can therefore interpret this energy difference by imagin-
ing the following path to transform the linear chain into a
bubble: a vacancy is taken from the line and is put back
on a bulk site, with an energy increase of 0.3 eV (minus
the segregation energy). Then this vacancy is aggregated
into a already existing small bubble. According to [32]
the associated energy variation is marginal. Therefore,
up to that point, our findings for the GB are coherent
with the bulk behavior. Second, an applied strain per-
pendicular to the GB tends to decrease this energy dif-
ference (Fig. 3a). To analyze this effect, we consider the
energy difference between the system containing the va-
cancies (either in the form of a bubble or in the form of
chains) and a reference, at the same strain, without va-
cancies. We call this energy difference: the excess energy.
The EAM potential is such that the potential energy is
split in between the different atoms of the system. So
the excess energy per site can be used. It shows how a
specific spatial vacancy arrangement relaxes the energy
stored in the system. This excess energy is split in two:
the sum on the atoms in first neighbor position of the
vacancies, which represents the core effect of the vacan-
cies, and the rest which represents the elastic response.
This decomposition, done for two cluster sizes (clusters
1a and 4 on Fig. 3a), shows without ambiguity that the
∆E energy decrease comes from the elastic energy and
not the core energy. Furthermore, it is the configuration
where the vacancies are arranged in the form of a line
which generates an excess elastic energy. In the bubble
case, the elastic energy is similar to the one without va-
cancies. The excess energy maps (Fig. 3c) show that the
energy is localized along the planes where the vacancies
are delocalized (see also the dashed lines on Fig. 1a).

III. FRACTURE METHODOLOGY

The Cleri set up [33, 34] is used for the calculation
of the stress intensity factor for dislocation emission kIe.
It consists in a ”large”, square, box containing an inter-
nal crack (Fig. 4a). A stable crack is created by removing
atoms, typically two layers. Therefore, the tip has a rect-
angular shape (Fig. 4b), initially. The cavities are intro-
duced in the system by replicating the MC box 8 times
(24 structural units) in the y direction, for a total length
of 137.8 a0 (55 nm). The MC configurations are quenched
and no further MC moves are done during fracture. The
dimension in the z direction is 154.17 a0 (61.7 nm). Two
rigid grips of thickness 4.06 a0 (1.62 nm) are used at the
top and bottom of the box. The dimension in the x direc-
tion (the thickness) is the same as the MC box: 12 * 1/2
〈110〉 lattice vectors, i.e. 8.48 a0 (3.39 nm). The initial
half crack length (a) is 16.3 a0 (6.5 nm). Various posi-
tions of the crack tip are chosen to sample the response
at different locations along the GB, with or without cav-
ities. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in x and
y. The total number of atom is 719616. This ”small”
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Figure 3. (Color online) Stability of cavities: (a) Energy dif-
ference between a system containing a bubble and a system
containing the same number of vacancies aligned along the
tilt axis, as a function of the strain perpendicular to the in-
terface. The cavity labels and the number of vacancies appear
in the curves’ labels. They are taken from configuration a. (b)
A view perpendicular to the interface showing the vacancies
clustered (cavity 4) and the same number of vacancies aligned
along the tilt axis in different E units. The transversal cuts
shown in (c) are represented by horizontal lines. (c) Excess
energy map (difference of site energy between a configuration
containing vacancies and a reference without vacancy at the
same strain of 3.2%, in eV) for the two systems shown on (b).

system is used for calculating kIe values. The energy is
minimized after each increment of displacement on the
rigid border, in the z direction. The crack is loaded in
mode I. The stress is calculated on every atom from the
Virial formula. The stress intensity factor (k) is obtained
by fitting the shear stress field to the analytical solution
for a internal crack in an infinite medium ([35] p. 6),
in a window close to the tip. It is necessary to use the
shear component because the Virial stress does not give
atomic stresses which compares well with continuum in
the GB plane or at the surface of the cavities. The shear
stress takes large values at an angle from the GB plane
which avoids such problems. Once the fit is done, k is ex-
tracted from the elastic solution. The system size effect
was tested by doubling the system size and by doubling
the system size and the crack size (half crack size 13
nm). The corresponding kIe values for the configuration
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without cavities are shown on Fig. 5 and [36]. Three sys-
tem sizes were also used for configurations (c) and (e)
(Fig. 5). With this set up, the k dominated stress field
expands about 18 a0 (7 nm) from the crack tip (Fig.5
in [37]), significantly larger than the process zone when
dislocations are emitted from the crack tip. As a conse-
quence, the low kIe values are connected to the elastic
energy release rate in the usual way. Indeed, we have
always had good agreement between such k values and
the Griffith theory [34], or the Rice theory [38]. High
kIe values correspond to configurations where the pro-
cess zone has very significantly expanded (up to a value
in between 4 and 6 nm) and becomes comparable with
the “small” crack length of the simulations. In this case,
it can be shown [36] that the small cracks (a=6.5 nm)
are not in the “k-controlled” domain, while the “large”
cracks (a=13 nm) are just at the beginning of the do-
main. As a consequence, the kIc values, extracted from
the work of separation Wsep with k2/E = Wsep, can only
be compared rigorously to the largest kIe values (which
characterize the initiation of the fracture process zone) in
the “large crack” case (Fig. 10). The single crystal was
tested only the “long” crack configuration.
The crystallography corresponds to a slightly rotated

{111} single crystal (dotted lines on Fig. 4a). The easy
glide direction 〈112〉, in the (111) plane, receives a high
resolved shear stress (Fig. 4a). Straight edge partial dis-
locations can be emitted directly from the tip, on the
right side of the crack, along this slip system (Fig. 4b
and c). This is the intrinsically ductile crack tip where
the competition between dislocation emission and crack
propagation is studied. The other crack tip is brit-
tle [39, 40], but propagation is only observed when a high
load is applied, with the left tip constrained (see below),
except for configuration (e) (see movie in [36]).
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Figure 4. (Color online) (a) The map gives the resolved shear
stress (GPa) in the easy glide direction 〈112〉 in the plane
(111). A crack tip is shown before (b) and after emission of
a dislocation (c), from the “corner” of the tip.

The ”thin strip” set up [41] was used for calculating
the work of separation (Wsep). The system is wide and

narrow. The minimal box that was used contains 92 CSL
in the y direction, 16 in the traction direction (z) and
the same thickness as above. The dimensions are 528.5
a0 (211 nm) x 65 a0 (26 nm). The initial crack length is
132 a0 (53 nm). The number of atoms is 1162512. The
system size was doubled for configuration (e) to check
that the size effect on (Wsep) was acceptable.
Finally, continuum mechanics is used for analyzing the

results of the atomistic simulations. The fracture mech-
anisms ahead of the crack tip are captured by a relation
(σCZ(δ, y)), which connects the normal stress along the
interface and the non elastic opening (δ). The opening
profile (δ(y)) is twice the displacement uz(y). It is con-
nected to B(y), the infinitesimal dislocation distribution
of the crack fracture process zone, by:

δ(y) =

∫

∞

y

B(x)dx = 2uz(y) (1)

Continuum mechanics gives the traction stress pro-
file along the crack plane σ(y) which is generated by
B(y) [35]:

σ(y) =
µ

2π(1− ν)

∫

∞

−∞

B(y′)

y − y′
dy′ (2)

At equilibrium, within the fracture process zone, the
equality σ(y)+σapp = σCZ(δ(y), y), where σapp is the ap-
plied stress, is verified. With a parametrized σCZ(δ, y),
it constitutes a robust mesoscale model of the fracture
process zone which gives the crack opening profile, as a
function of the applied load. The interest is in finding the
σCZ parametrization which reproduces the atomistic re-
sults as it provides, at the same time, a model applicable
in continuum calculations at higher scales, and an under-
standing of the essential features which rule the fracture
behavior. Details about the parametrization and the nu-
merical resolution are now given.
As a first step, equations 1 and 2 were used to trans-

form the atomistic crack opening profiles, into a stress
profile along the interface. Combined to δ(y), gives the
shape of the σCZ(δ(y), y) relation. The data is noisy,
but, at low loads, when the process zone is small, σCZ(δ)
seems to follow the universal binding law of Rose [42] (for
a precise determination of cohesive zone relations from
atomistics see [43]). At higher loads, σCZ(δ) seems linear.
Therefore, for simplicity, we chose a linear model, with
two parameters: the maximum cohesive stress (σmax)
and the critical opening (δc), where the stress becomes
zero. The originality is that σmax is a function of the
position along the GB. σmax(y) is taken constant by seg-
ments. The average value of σmax(y) (σmax) was ob-
tained by uniaxial traction simulations, without crack,
on small systems containing the full cavity population
(Tab. II), such as the ones shown on Fig. 2. The values
of δc (Tab. II) are extracted from the work of separation
obtained by atomistic simulations (Tab. II) with the re-
lation Wsep = 1/2 × σmax × δc. The σmax(y) profile, of
the heterogeneous cohesive zone model, is given in the
result section.
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Having set the cohesive zone model, continuum me-
chanics is used to obtain the equilibrium of an internal
crack of length 2a, with a nonlinear process zone ahead
of the tip, submitted to an external load σapp, at infin-
ity. The elastic medium is isotropic with the parameters
µ and ν for aluminum. The dislocation distribution is
given by the Muskhelishvili equation [35] (p. 106):

B(y) = −2(1− ν)
√

c2 − y2

πµ

∫ c

−c

σ(y′)dy′

(y − y′)
√

c2 − y′2
(3)

and the parameter c which gives the length of the process
zone (PZ) LPZ = c− a is taken from:

∫ c

−c

σ(y)dy
√

c2 − y2
= 0 (4)

with: B(y)=0 for |y| > c, σ(y) = −σapp for |y| < a and
σ(y) = σZC(δ(y), y)− σapp for a < |y| < c. σZC(δ(y), y)
is the a linear function of δ, with the parameter σmax

depending on y: σZC(δ, y) = σmax(y)(δ/ac − 1). µ is the
shear modulus of the Al potential (30.68 GPa) and ν the
Poisson ratio (0.332).
Technically, the integral in Eq. 3 is calculated numeri-

cally by the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature [44] (Eq. 7.55
p. 380). Equations 1 and 3 are solved iteratively (δ(y)
from Eq. 1 is inserted in σCZ in Eq. 3, with a first step
where σ(y) = σmax) for a range of c values. The solution
is the one which satisfies Eq. 4.

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE CAVITIES ON kIe

The critical stress intensity factor kIe is very depen-
dent on the location of the tip in the GB and on the
various cavity configurations (Fig. 5). In the absence of
cavities (“no vac” on Fig. 5 and [36]), a first group of
values correspond to a dislocation emission from an E
structural unit (Fig. 1a) at one atomic distance from the
tip, at kIe ∼ 0.35 MPa m1/2. The other configurations
lead to an easier emission from the corner of the tip at
kIe ∼ 0.27 MPa m1/2 (Fig. 4c). For comparison, emis-
sion from the tip in the {554} single crystal case, i.e.
in the absence of E structural unit, occurs at 0.31 MPa
m1/2 (triangle in Fig. 5). Before emission, the GB re-
gion is elastic. Introducing cavities apparently increases
kIe (Fig. 5), with a large sensitivity to the position of
the tip. Two clearly distinct mechanisms operate: (i)
emission from the corner of the tip, similar to the non-
defective GB, or (ii) the growth of the cavities and the
gradual formation of a fracture process zone (PZ). A sim-
ilar behavior, within a similar k range, is obtained for the
single crystal with cavities inherited from configuration
(e) (triangles in Fig. 5).
These mechanisms are precisely monitored in the sim-

ulations by following the shear localization. For this, we
introduce the displacement shift profile ∆ũi

z(y), which

is also a key ingredient for providing a plasticity crite-
rion to the cohesive zone model. Consider the displace-
ment in the traction direction of two consecutive atomic
rows in the crack plane, ui

z and ui+1
z , projected in the

easy glide direction (α is the angle between the z direc-
tion and the glide direction in Fig. 6a). The difference
∆ũi

z, neglecting the contribution of the displacements in
x and y, is a measure of the relative displacement of the
atoms above and below a glide plane that would inter-
cept the crack plane in between rows i and i+1. The
typical variation of the energy with ∆ũi

z is schematically
represented on Fig. 6b [45]. Its derivative is the resis-
tance shear stress produced by the lattice. It reaches a
maximum value for approximately 1/2 of the value cor-
responding to the maximum of the energy, i.e. 1/4 of
the displacement shift created by the fully formed dislo-
cation: 1/6 ‖〈112〉‖ a0 /4 ∼ 0.041 nm. When the applied
load reaches kIe, the incipient dislocation has expended
to the point where the maximum resistance is exceeded,
the dislocation pops out and ∆ũi

z abruptly jumps above
0.041 nm at the emission point (see appendix). This
value is therefore a threshold for dislocation emission.
Two representative examples of emission at a low and
high kIe are given: Fig. 6c corresponds to the emission
from the tip and Fig. 6d corresponds to emission ahead
of the tip after the PZ has expended by the growth of
the cavities. In this case, a peak appeared first at the tip
and then in front of cavity 6 and 1, without overcoming
the threshold until a fully formed dislocation is emitted
in front of cavity 3 (∆ũi

z ∼ 0.08 nm). It was found,
for configurations (c) and (d), that the neighborhood of
cavity 3 is a very cohesive region which always leads to
dislocation emission whatever the initial position of the
tip.

With the Rice and Thomson model [46] in mind (the
crossing of kIe and kIc mentioned in the introduction),
we expected a continuous change in kIe with the increas-
ing amount of damage in the GB. The outcomes of the
simulations are more complex. First, the heterogeneity
of the GB structure itself gives a range of kIe, depend-
ing on the initial position of the tip, even in the absence
of cavities. Second, with increasing damage, the trend
is a spreading of this range towards higher values. In
every configuration tested, it is possible to find a crack
tip position where dislocation emission is easy. The high
values of kIe are always associated to the onset of cavity
growth, even if it does not lead to fracture. The pinning
of the dislocations by the cavity [47] is weak in compari-
son to the stress concentration at the crack tip and is not
responsible for the increase of kIe. Brittle propagation is
only obtained in configuration (e) (4 crack tip positions
lead to propagation, out of 10, with the long crack sys-
tem). The “same” cavity configuration introduced in the
{554} single crystal produces a range of kIe values similar
to the GB case. Nevertheless, brittle crack propagation
is never obtained.
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Figure 5. (Color online) Critical stress intensity factor for
emission of a Shockley partial (kIe) for the different vacancy
configurations, ordered by increasing number of vacancies per
surface area. For each configuration several crack tip positions
are tested. The different system sizes are: small system-small
crack (©) (half crack length a=6.5 nm), large system-small
crack (◦), large system-large crack GB (♦) (a=13 nm), {554}
single crystal (△). The positions of the tip are given in the
appendix. The stress intensity factor for cracking (kIc) is
given for the GB (�) and for the single crystal.

V. INFLUENCE OF THE CAVITIES ON THE

WORK OF SEPARATION

Cohesion was characterized by measuring the work of
separation by crack propagation simulations in the “thin
strip” geometry [41] (section III). Still with the Rice and
Thomson model in mind, we search for a trend giving
the decrease of the work of separation (Wsep) with the
amount of damage in the grain boundary. As a first ap-
proach, which is refined in the final discussion, the dam-
age is characterized by the total number of vacancies in
the GB (Tab. I). Damage increases from configuration
(a) to (e). It was shown in the previous section that
configurations (a) to (d) are intrinsically ductile, even if
some cavity growth can be obtained. In principle, if dis-
locations are emitted, it is not possible to evaluate Wsep

and therefore the decrease in kIc cannot be quantified.
We have developed specific equations of motions for this
case: dislocation emission is constrained, within Molecu-
lar Statics, by incorporating configurational forces which
compensate the resolved shear stress in the direction of
easy glide [34]. Constrained atoms are not directly within
the FPZ, where they could modify the inter-cavity frac-
ture mechanisms, but on the side (in a strip starting at
a distance 2.7 a0 from the interface plane and ending at
3.3 a0 / 2.7-5.1 a0 for (f) and the single crystal). Events
involved in fracture, other than Shockley partial emis-
sion in the direction of maximum resolved shear stress,
are free to occur. A list of such mechanisms is given be-
low. The values of Wsep, obtained with this method, are
given in Table II. First, the values are two to three times

easy glide
direction
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Figure 6. (Color online) The displacement shift, ∆ũi
z (nm),

is defined on (a). (b) Schematic representation of the energy
profile (γ) for a displacement shift ∆u along 〈112〉{111} and
the opposing shear stress (τ ). The evolution of the ∆ũi

z profile
is shown on (c) and (d) for two different crack tips, labeled
(3) and (1) on Fig. 5. The cavity configuration is (d). Load
increases from bottom to the top. The porosity profile is
superimposed. The corresponding views of the cavities, in
the crack plane (xy), are also added to illustrate their growth
and coalescence. Cavity labels are specified when necessary.

higher than the ones corresponding to a rigid separation.
Such large differences have already been reported in the
past [48] and interpreted as a “lattice” or “bond trap-
ping”, meaning that the crack path does not necessarily
leads to flat surfaces with a low energy. In our case, voids
grow and coalesce with the crack (Fig. 6d), involving self
interstitial injection, but also local glide in between the
cavities. The energetics is completely different from the
cleavage case [42]. TheWsep values are coherent with [40]
which finds 6 J/m2 for a brittle orientation (without ini-
tial cavities). Second, there is a gradual decrease of Wsep

with the total void content, until true brittle propagation
is obtained for configuration (e). Note that the value of
Wsep for (e) is obtained without constraint and is well
inline with the others. Furthermore, the fracture mecha-
nism is the same as in the simulations with constraints,
which indicates that a physical fracture mechanism was
obtained with this method.

The simulations show that the transition is not given
by the comparison of kIc with kIe. Indeed, even if kIc
decreases with the total number of vacancies, it is still in
the upper range of the kIe values (Fig. 5). Furthermore,
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the response is very dependent on the initial position of
the tip. The case of configuration (e) is the most striking.
A sampling of 20 different initial crack tips (Fig. 10) was
done. In the case of the large crack, in the large system
(Fig. 10c), 7 crack tips out of 10 lead to the initiation of
a brittle crack process zone and 3 lead to the immediate
emission of a dislocation, right at the crack tip. 4 out
of 7 brittle PZ lead to a true brittle propagation (crack
runs for a long distance [36]).
Before we conclude about the cavity size and density

necessary for embrittlement, a rationalization of this mix-
ture of brittle and ductile events is necessary. To achieve
this, a cohesive zone model is used to analyze the re-
sults of the simulations. A sound quantification of the
embrittlement will be given in the final discussion.

Table II. The table gives the work of separation Wsep (J/m2)
with the precision δWsep, the average cohesive stress σmax

(GPa) and the corresponding critical opening δc (nm) for a
linear cohesive law. kIc is the Griffith stress intensity factor
corresponding to Wsep, for comparison with the kIe values of
Fig. 5.

configuration Wsep δWsep σmax δc kIc

(J/m2) (J/m2) (GPa) (nm) (MPa
√
m)

111 1.52 13.1 0.23 0.35

111 DFT[14] 1.84 12 0.31 0.39

GB no vac rigid 1.64 11.2 0.29 0.37

conf a rigid 1.51 10.7 0.28 0.35

conf d rigid 1.45 10.3 0.27 0.34

conf a 4.00 0.03 - - 0.57

conf b 4.06 0.03 6.31 1.28 0.58

conf c 3.56 0.02 6.15 1.16 0.54

conf d 3.46 0.02 6.10 1.13 0.53

conf e 3.27 0.05 6.00 1.09 0.52

conf f 4.54 0.05 7.10 1.28 0.61

554 e 3.59 0.05 6.77 1.06 0.54

VI. COHESIVE ZONE MODELING

Finally, it is shown below that the complex response
of the crack tip is reproduced and clarified with a simple,
heterogeneous, cohesive zone model (CZ). It is proposed
as an alternative to the comparison between kIc and kIe.
The technical aspects are given in section III. The model
relates the non elastic traction stress along the interface
(σCZ(y)) to the crack opening (δ(y)) by a linear relation
σCZ(y) = σmax(y)(1 − δ(y)/δc). The originality is that
the cohesive stress σmax is made dependent on the po-
sition. Continuum mechanics is used to determine the
equilibrium of an internal crack, under tension, with the
nonlinear process zone described by σCZ(y) ahead of the
tip. In particular, it gives δ(y) as a function of the ap-
plied load. The model is further extended by incorpo-
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Figure 7. (Color online) (a) Crack opening (uz) and displace-
ment shift (∆ũz) profiles corresponding to a cohesive zone
model with one heterogeneity, shown on the cohesive stress
profile. The crack tip is at 8 nm. The process zone size is
about 2 nm. (b) Evolution of the ∆ũz profile with increas-
ing applied load, showing the broadening of the PZ and the
variation of the maximum value of ∆ũz: first an increase and
then, beyond 2.1 GPa, a decrease.

rating a threshold on ∆ũi
z, set to 0.04 nm according to

atomistics, as a criterion for the onset of plasticity. For
this, a continuous version of ∆ũi

z is used. It is the finite
difference ∆ũz = cosα(uz(y)− uz(y+∆y)), where ∆y is
the distance between two atomic rows on the crack sur-
face, uz(y) = δ(y)/2 and α is the angle between z and
the glide plane (Fig. 6a). Anytime σCZ(y) has a discon-
tinuity, ∆ũz(y) has a local maximum. Figure 7a shows
an example with two discontinuities: first at the crack
tip where the cohesive stress jumps to an non-zero value
and second at the level of an heterogeneity ahead of the
crack tip. Every peak in the ∆ũz(y) profile corresponds
to a localization of shear deformation i.e. to an incipient
dislocation.

When the applied load increases, the ∆ũz peak, at
the tip, first increases, reaches a maximum and then de-
creases (Fig. 7b). In the mean time, the PZ size increases.
To avoid dislocation emission at the tip, the ∆ũz peak
should remain below the threshold for plasticity during
the PZ evolution. For our model with a δc of 1.09 nm,
typical of the damage by nanoscale cavities (Tab. II), the
calculations show that σmax should drop below 5.5 GPa
in order to keep ∆ũz below 0.04 nm. This is the criterion
for the initiation of a brittle PZ. In particular, none of
the uniform CZ models with parameters in Tab. II can
initiate the formation of a brittle PZ. This is in contra-
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Figure 8. (Color online) Characteristic ∆ũz profiles for the
cavity configurations (d) (Fig. a) and (e) (Fig. b) and three
different tip positions. The crack tip location is always given
by the position of the first peak on the ∆ũz profile. The
cohesive stress profile (σmax(y)) is superimposed (right axis
in GPa). The inserts show the correspondence between the
porosity profiles and the σmax profiles.

diction with the atomistics simulations from which the
parameters were extracted. We show below that a het-
erogeneous CZ can reach a good agreement.

A parametric study [36] determined the characteris-
tics of a σmax heterogeneity, ahead of the crack tip, that
could stop the brittle expansion of the PZ. The ∆ũz peak
amplitude at the level of the heterogeneity (the second
peak on Fig. 7a) depends on the σmax value of the het-
erogeneity, on its width and on its distance to the tip.
It was found that a width of Ly/6 (a bloc composed of
one twin and one E unit) and a σmax of 10 GPa, con-
stitute a region that can never be fractures whatever the
distance to the tip, i.e. whatever the stage of develop-
ment of the PZ when it reaches the obstacle. For thinner
heterogeneities, ∆ũz does not systematically cross the
threshold. It means that if a brittle PZ is initiated far
enough from a heterogeneity, it can pass through without
triggering plasticity. This is, in essence, what is observed
in the atomistic simulations.

Starting from these generic results, σmax profiles can
be built which reproduce the crack behaviors correspond-
ing to specific cavity configurations. The main behaviors

are summarized below and translated in cohesive het-
erogeneities. Incipient dislocations are frequently formed
when a twin structural unit, or an E unit with a small
cavity, is absorbed into the PZ. The typical length scales
for heterogeneities should therefore be multiples of the
size of such structural units (Ly/12). It is also observed
that cavity (3), in configurations (c) and (d), is an ob-
stacle (Fig. 6d). It is therefore represented by a cohesive
bloc of size Ly/6 and high stress (10 GPa). When sam-
pling the behavior of configuration (e) (appendix), it was
found that dislocations can be emitted right at the tip,
i.e. there are positions along the GB where the brittle PZ
initiation criterion is not satisfied. This is the case at al-
most every inter-cavity spacing (positions 6e in Fig. 10b
and 4e, 2e, 8e in Fig. 10c) and therefore, regions of σmax

beyond 5.5 GPa exists at these positions. They appear
as peaks on the profile on Fig. 8b. In between these
peaks, brittle PZ initiation is possible, and therefore the
cohesive stress should be lower or close to 5.5 GPa. The
region between cavity 3 and 5 has received a special at-
tention because atomistic data showed a change of slope
in the crack opening profile in this region. The σmax

profile proposed captures these features [36]. In addition
to these qualitative constraints, the σmax profile should
respect the average value given in Tab. II. The amplitude
and thickness of the heterogeneities were adjusted to re-
spect this constraint. A similar reasoning was applied to
configuration (d). The two profiles are given on Fig. 8.

The heterogeneous CZ models were tested by placing a
crack tip at different positions along the σmax profile and
calculating the PZ equilibrium for a range of loads. The
model reproduces typical behaviors found in the atom-
istic simulations: (i) dislocation emission at the crack tip
(∆ũz(y) curves labeled (1) on Fig. 8a and b), when it
is located in a region of high cohesion (∆ũz(y) becomes
larger the threshold at 0.04 nm); (ii) brittle PZ initiation,
followed by dislocation emission ahead of the tip (curves
(2) and (3) on Fig. 8a) when the crack tip is in a low co-
hesion zone but in the vicinity of high σmax region. (iii)
initiation and propagation (curves (2) and (3) on Fig. 8b)
when the PZ goes through thin regions of high σmax.

Finally, in this section it was shown that the appar-
ent complexity of the atomistic results derives from sim-
ple characteristics of cohesion heterogeneities: brittle PZ
initiation requires a drop of σmax below 5.5 GPa and,
after initiation, brittle propagation occurs if no high co-
hesion zones thicker than Ly/6 (1.15 nm) exists. The
comparison between the σmax profiles of configurations
(d) (ductile) and (e) (brittle) (Fig. 8a vs. b), shows that
the origin of the transition to brittleness is a drop of the
thickness of the high cohesion zones. The heterogeneous
cohesive zone model is generic and could apply to forms
of embrittlement other than nanoscale cavities.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The heterogeneous cohesive zone model has shown that
two processes are involved in the formation of a brittle
crack. The initiation of a brittle fracture process zone
(PZ) is the first step. It requires a very significant drop
in cohesive stress (5.5 GPa for Al, which is half of the
theoretical fracture stress given by the rigid separation
calculations in Tab. II). Once the formation of the brit-
tle PZ is initiated, it can grow and lead to brittle prop-
agation, only if no high cohesion zones are met. In an
attempt to provide a quantitative link between the char-
acteristics of the cavities (density and size) and these two
processes (initiation or arrest) we first have to describe
how initiation occurs in the simulations, in the light of
the cohesive zone model, to define the appropriate area
over which the critical density of cavities for initiation is
defined.

A sampling composed of 70 crack configurations was
analyzed. They were gathered from the simulations car-
ried on cavity configurations (a) to (e), with 10 different
crack tip positions each, and on the {554} single crystal
with 20 tip positions, since both right and left tips can
be used in this case. No initiation occurred in configu-
ration (a). Only one initiation was seen in configuration
(b), while multiple ones were obtained in (c), (d) and (e).
Initiation requires “large” cavities. Their characteristics
are defined by the triplet: cavity surface coverage fS (the
projected area in the GB plane, divided by the area of
a band of structural units D or E running all along the
tilt axis, i.e. a thin band of dimension Ly/12 × Lx),
volume of the cavity (in a30) and aspect ratio (cavities
are elongated in the direction of the tilt axis). In our
case, the cavities have an approximate width of Ly/12,
so fS is also the length of the cavity and the inter-cavity
spacing along x (the tilt axis) is Lx(1-fS). The small-
est cavities which lead to PZ initiation are: cavity 4 of
(b) (0.28/1.01/1.69), cavity 3 of (e) (0.29/1.39/1.72) and
cavity 5 of ({554}(e)) (0.49/5.55/2.90). The largest cav-
ities which did not lead to PZ initiation are: cavity 4
of (a) (0.35/3.81/2.01), cavity 5 of (b) (0.25/0.85/1.48),
cavity 6 of (e) (0.23/1.64/1.36) and cavity 2 of ({554}(e))
(0.25/1.74/1.48). These bounds suggest there exist a
critical cavity for initiation, in the GB case, with char-
acteristics (0.30/1.4/1.77). This corresponds to a length
of 1 nm and an inter-cavity spacing of 2.4 nm (along x).
Note that, in this size/density range, the response of the
system is essentially 2D: the crack opens or an infinite
dislocation pops out of the crack tip. The cavities inter-
act, at this high density. For example, the largest cavity
of configuration (a) (0.35/3.81/2.01) is beyond the criti-
cal size, but is surrounded by small cavities and does not
lead to PZ initiation. Furthermore, in defining the local
density of cavities, we remind that if the crack tip is con-
structed at the cavity, the latter is immediately absorbed
and plays a very limited role in the formation of the PZ.
Therefore, the cavity should be at a certain distance from
the tip, under the influence of the stress concentration.

The virial traction stress profile in the single crystal case
(without cavities) loaded slightly belong kIe gives a stress
of 5 GPa at a distance 2 a0 from the tip. A stress high
enough to start having an effect on a cavity with a size
larger than the critical one. This length is of the order of
the size of a bloc composed of one E and one D structural
unit (∼ 2.8 a0). So the area over which we define the lo-
cal GB coverage by cavities, for crack initiation, is Ly/6
× Lx. It leads to an upper bound for the critical coverage
of fS/2 = 15% (half the fS of the critical cavity) which
compares well with the average GB coverage of the brit-
tle configuration (e): 14%. At constant cavity size and
decreasing the coverage down to 7.5% by increasing the
box thickness from Lx to 2 Lx, configuration (f) shows
no sign of embrittlement (kIe is the same as without cav-
ities (Fig. 5 and 10)). A new phenomenon appears: the
formation of half loops in between the cavities.

One can wonder at which cavity size and inter-cavity
spacing do half loops appear. Some preliminary calcula-
tions were made at intermediate box thicknesses 1.5 Lx
and 1.8 Lx. Five configurations (numbered 0, 1, 3, 4
and 5) of configuration (e) (Fig. 10 c) were selected [36].
Upon mechanical loading, initiation was observed only
once and also occurs at a local coverage of 15% (at 1.5
Lx). A local coverage of 11% led to immediate disloca-
tion emission at the tip. One artificial cavity configura-
tion was constructed by selecting the largest cavity and
placing it in a chessboard arrangement [36] (the cavity
size is about 2 nm, the inter-cavity spacing in the x direc-
tion is about 4 nm and box thickness 1.8 Lx). Half loops
are emitted in this case. Therefore the simulations show
that not only the coverage should be high (15% or be-
yond) but also the cavities should be small (1.8 nm led to
initiation and 2.2 nm led to dislocation emission) and the
inter-cavity spacing should also be small (below 4 nm).
A complete understanding of half loop emission and the
corresponding size effects should consider the shielding
of the shear stress produced by an individual cavity, the
role of line tension [47] and stress concentration at the
tip. It is left for future work.

Once the formation of the brittle PZ is initiated, it
can grow and eventually reach propagation, but only if
no hard cohesion zones are met. Out of the 50 GB config-
urations, 28 showed initiation which lead to 4 true propa-
gation, all for configuration (e) (out of 10). A number of
cavities were identified as “obstacles”, i.e. that they did
not decrease cohesion enough, locally, to let the brittle
crack pass. The corresponding average local coverage, re-
jecting the small cavities i.e. cavities from configurations
(a) and (b), is 9.2% (8 obstacles identified, of average
characteristics (0.18/1.06/1.09)). This corresponds to a
region with a small cavity (0.6 nm and inter-cavity spac-
ing of 2.8 nm). On a thicker system (thickness 1.5 Lx),
the brittle PZ stops when a half loop is emitted in the
vicinity of cavity 5 which size is 1.4 nm and inter-cavity
spacing 3.6 nm (local coverage 11%) [36].

The {554} single crystal behaves in a similar way to
the GB: the kIe values are spread, PZ initiation and crack
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arrest are observed. The conclusions are therefore not
specific of the E structural unit. Nevertheless, the sin-
gle crystal is much tougher than the GB as shown by
the values of the average cohesive stress (6.77 GPa vs.
6.00 for the GB in Tab. II) and the work of separation
(3.59 J/m2 vs. 3.27 J/m2). The cavity size and den-
sity for embrittlement will be significantly higher, of the
order of (0.49/5.55/2.90) (local density 25%) or higher.
This means that the E unit plays a role in the fracture
mechanism. Activation barrier energy calculations (not
shown) suggest self interstitial injection is favored in the
direction of the core of the E unit.

A recent experimental study, on another face cen-
tered cubic system, reports a critical coverage of GBs by
nanoscale bubbles of size 1.5 nm and spacing 4 nm [49].
If the spacing is multiplied by 2, fracture becomes inter-
granular ductile. These observations are in good agree-
ment with our simulations (owing to the simplifications
of the model, especially the absence of any thermally
activated events and the choice of a crystallographic ori-
entation which favors ductility): brittle crack initiation
was obtained with the cavities of configuration (e) (tested
with box thicknesses Lx, 1.5 Lx and 1.8 Lx) which sizes
are in between 1 and 2.2 nm and inter-cavity spacing in
the x direction is in between 1.5 and 3.3 nm, while con-
figuration (f), obtained by multiplying the inter-cavity
distance, in x, by a factor 2, is ductile.

In conclusion, atomistic simulations have shown that
a dense distribution of nanoscale bubbles could render a
ductile GB brittle. By “brittle”, it is meant that crack
propagation occurs along the GB core at the expense
of massive dislocation emission and crack tip blunting,
but with, eventually, the contribution of nanoscale plas-
tic events. It is worth recalling that the crystallographic
orientation chosen in this study favors a ductile response
of the tip, and therefore the critical damage found is an
upper-bound. The heterogeneous cohesive zone model
has shown that the cohesive stress must drop, locally, by
more than 50% to enable fracture initiation. Compara-
tively, the corresponding coverage by cavities is modest,
of the order of 15%. A schematic representation of the
arrangement of the cavities at this critical coverage is
given in [36]. Note that small cavity sizes (in between
1 nm and 2 nm) and inter-cavity spacings (below 4 nm)
play a crucial role, otherwise dislocation half loops can
be easily emitted, in this orientation. The interpreta-
tion of the cohesion drop is not a simple section reduc-
tion leading to the cleavage of the inter-cavity spacings.
The fracture mechanism, as far as energy minimization
simulations can tell, is a combination of an injection of
self-interstitials from the side of the cavities and, even-
tually, localized plastic events (stacking fault tetrahedra
in the tough regions, especially in the single crystal case,
and local glide in between the cavities). The correspond-
ing fracture energy is two to three times higher than the
ideal cleavage one. The comparison between the GB case
and the single crystal shows that the E units does not af-
fect dislocation emission, but do contribute significantly
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Figure 9. (Color online) Variation of the maximum displace-
ment shift with the applied mechanical load (displacement on
the border) for (a) cavity configuration (e) and (b) a configu-
ration without cavities, for different initial crack tip positions.
The threshold for dislocation emission 0.04 nm is represented
by red lines. Positive and negative values refer to profiles
above and below the crack plane respectively. The calcula-
tions are done on the large system.

to the cavity growth (without E units, growth occurs at
higher loads and requires larger cavities and higher cov-
erages for initiation). Dividing the coverage by a factor
2 (configuration (f)), for example because of aging of the
bubble population, would make barely no difference with
the undamaged GB because half loops are emitted in be-
tween the cavities. Once initiated, propagation can be
stopped if regions of high local cohesive stress are met.
The generic heterogeneous cohesive zone model gives the
characteristics of such obstacle. In particular, its width
is important (10 GPa over 1.15 nm). This is particularly
relevant in the case where the cavities are small and dense
and the response in essentially 2D. The simulations show
that cavities of size 0.6 nm with an inter-cavity spacing
2.8 nm are efficient obstacles. In the case where the cav-
ities are larger and the inter-cavity spacing too, half loop
emission is the key element. First results show that an
inter-cavity spacing beyond 4 nm would act as an effi-
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cient obstacle to brittle crack propagation by enabling
half loop formation.

This points to the dual aspect of the study: the ways
to prevent or decrease the sensitivity to embrittlement.
The high cavity coverage necessary for brittle propaga-
tion emphasizes the ease by which dislocation half loops
can appear at crack tips. This suggests that a distribu-
tion, even at low density, of soft, coherent, precipitates of
nano scale length (as small as 4 nm) could act as sources
of dislocation loops and could significantly enhance the
resistance of the GBs to embrittlement.
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Appendix A: Additional data concerning dislocation

emission and brittle cracking

The critical slip distribution, just before the disloca-
tion is emitted, as modeled by Rice [45], starts at the
crack tip with a value which is the maximum of the dis-
tribution. It corresponds to the unstable staking (0.08
nm in our case). The distribution extends ahead of the
tip (the slip decreases to zero). Doing so, some atoms,
close to the tip, experience a low shear stress because
they are sheared beyond the maximum resistance shear
stress (Fig. 6 b), i.e. beyond 0.04 nm. Others, further
away, are sheared below this value. This is not what the
data show (Fig. 9). Emission can occur with a maximum
slip anywhere in between 0.02 and 0.04 nm (between 1/4
and 1/2 of the Rice model). Note that the truly brittle
configuration (e), with tip positions 5, 6 and 9 (Fig. 9a),
never exceeds 0.04 nm, except for large loads where some
stacking fault tetrahedra appear during crack propaga-
tion and perturb the measure of the shear localization.
The limitation in Rice’s analysis is that he assumes ev-
ery atom follows the same Peierls potential, calculated
in the bulk, while it is clear that an atom at the crack
surface in not bound like an atom in the bulk. The same
holds for the atoms in the process zone, in the GB core,
where dislocation emission occurs. While the Rice model
is very good in mode II [38], when the crack tip is sharp
and its shape is preserved during emission, it requires
modifications when emission is at an angle and steps are
formed [50, 51].
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